Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

CMOJorgas says:
:::in Sickbay finishing up her lunch::::

SO_Vogas says:
:: Is on Science Console I, picking up info ::

XOZhenzia says:
::preparing shuttlebays::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::in her office, reviewing her schedule::

SO_Vogas says:
:: Checking the Class M Planet for Lifesign::

CaptPyril says:
::sitting in the Big Chair::  Helm:  Time until Standard Orbit?

CEOLt_Jax says:
*CO*: Captain, the old warp drives are still funtional... Can we use the old warp drives and exceed Federation warp speed limit?

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  A possibility...should the sittuation warrant it....

XOZhenzia says:
*CO*:  SHuttlebays are prepped for usage on the M-class planet, Captain.

CMOJorgas says:
:::finished with her lunch, she starts reviewing her paperwork and getting ready to check on Tagal::::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::stands, and considers a moment::

CaptPyril says:
*XO*  Very well....return to the bridge as soon as possible

SO_Vogas says:
:: Meanwhile trying calculate way to get back into Federation Space ::

CEOLt_Jax says:
*CO*: Should I bring it online so we can at least go to warp 5?

CMOJorgas says:
::::he has been making remarkable progress and is about ready to be to transferred to Sickbay::::

Cnslr_TJ says:
*Jax*  Timberlake here.  How are things going?

CaptPyril says:
<Helm>  We are entering standard orbit Captain

SO_Vogas says:
:: Scan the Class M planet for trace of Dilithium ::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::feeling a bit like big sister checking on little brother::

XOZhenzia says:
*CO*:  On my way, sir.

XOZhenzia says:
::heads to nearest TL::

CEOLt_Jax says:
*TJ*: Do you want a ship status report or is that just conversational??

CaptPyril says:
Helm:  Very well...Standard equitorial orbit please.

SO_Vogas says:
:: or any other usefull compound ::

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Please confir with Engineering about shutting down all unnessecary ships systems....hopefully can extend our endurance as much as possible....

Cnslr_TJ says:
::raises eyebrow::  *Jax*  Okay, that answers my question.  Timberlake out.  ::grins, as she realizes Jax is coping with his return to duty::

Tagal says:
:::Floating in gel in sickbay ::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Life signs on the planet?

SO_Vogas says:
CO: They appear to be lifesign on the planet sir..

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Put it on the main viewer please...

XOZhenzia says:
::on way up to bridge::

CMOJorgas says:
::::sighing over her paperwork, wishing it was less boring::::

SO_Vogas says:
CO: A pre-industrial society.. :: put it on main viewer::

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  Oh yes.  Restore warp power

Cnslr_TJ says:
::stands up, and decides to head toward the bridge, see what's happening there::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: ALL POWER ON BRIDGE FLICKERS FOR A MOMENT

XOZhenzia says:
::turbolift stops::

SO_Vogas says:
CO: It appears that the average temperature of the planet is 0 Celsius.. ::see power flicker.. do a check on Sci System ::

CaptPyril says:
::stands and folds arms, then looks up at the lights::  OPS:  What in the name of the Prophets was that?

CMOJorgas says:
:::almost curses when the lights flicker::::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::punches the turbolift button again, sensing a momentary delay in response::

OPS_Knowl says:
CO: Unknown Sir, checking now..

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Bright light appears in centre of bridge

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Brings up old warp drives configurations::

CMOJorgas says:
::::hurridly gets up to check on her patients that require working electricity::::

SO_Vogas says:
:: Turn to light with Fascnination ::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Light begins to grow in size and intensity

XOZhenzia says:
*Bridge*:  This is Lieutenant Zhenzian - Err, the turbolift has stopped.

Tagal says:
:::Moans ::

CaptPyril says:
::steps back::  TAC:  Security alert!

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Power systems return to normal

CMOJorgas says:
*Bridge*: What the heck is going on up there, I have no power in Sickbay!!!!!!

XOZhenzia says:
::turbolift resumes::

CaptPyril says:
::wonders what in the devil is goin on::

Cnslr_TJ says:
:;frowns slightly as the TL arrives, but decides to enter it anyway::

SO_Vogas says:
:: Check Sensor to see if they pick up anything ::

CMOJorgas says:
*Bridge*: Belay that, everything is back to normal

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  What do you make of it?

XOZhenzia says:
::arrives on bridge::

OPS_Knowl says:
::See's Light, freezes for a moment..:

CMOJorgas says:
::::gives a sigh of relief and goes to check on Tagal::::

CaptPyril says:
::stands away from the light::

XOZhenzia says:
::sees light::

SO_Vogas says:
CO: I'm checking the sensor record right now sir.. I don't  know if they were working..

Cnslr_TJ says:
::instructs the bridge to deliver her to the bridge::

Host Quchant says:
<Voice> CO: Indy...baby...you better be careful here

CaptPyril says:
::raises an eyebrow::

SO_Vogas says:
:: Listen to Voice ::

XOZhenzia says:
::raises eyebrow at Voice::

SO_Vogas says:
CO: I can't seem to scan it.. I'll try changing frequencies..

Cnslr_TJ says:
::arrives on the bridge, and pauses to take in the scene, not speaking::

CMOJorgas says:
:::heads into isolation and hears the groans, puts on a cheerful mein::::       Tagal: Well Tagal, are we ready to go to a regular room today?

CaptPyril says:
::w::  In the name of the prophets.....

SO_Vogas says:
:: Change Sensors Frequencies and modulation ::

Host Quchant says:
<Voice> CO: Well....you have nothing to say?.....

Tagal says:
:::Body is well on the way to healing most of the open sores , etc having been healed but massive scar tissue remains ::

Host Quchant says:
<Voice> CO: Your lifeform is often disappointing.......

SO_Vogas says:
:: It doesn't appear to be more affective ::

CaptPyril says:
Voice:  What are you talking about...::almost too stunned to react::

CMOJorgas says:
:::is glad that the vocal cords were regenerated Tuesday on schedule::::

CaptPyril says:
::has a bad feeling about this::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::moves quietly forward to the captain's side, letting him know she is here, and watching, studying::

Tagal says:
CMO : I am willing

XOZhenzia says:
Voice:  Identify yourself.  This is the United Starship Orion, of the United Federation of Planets

Host Quchant says:
<Voice> CO: You're limited minds cannot comprehend more than the simplest forms........::a click is heard::

CaptPyril says:
<Voice>  Q....

SO_Vogas says:
ALL: I believe it is a Q..

CMOJorgas says:
:::smiles:::     Tagal:  Well, let's go then!     ::::steers his anti-grav bed out to the regular Sickbay and transfers him to a biobed:::::

CaptPyril says:
Q:  What are you doing here?

SO_Vogas says:
:: Check Q, never met one before ::

OPS_Knowl says:
*Jax*: Could you give me a status on what power systems you have shut down, i am registering unusual power transfers down there..

SO_Vogas says:
Aloud: mmm.. Fascinating ...

Host Q says:
CO: I am merely an abserver

Tagal says:
:::Moans with transfer ::: CMO : Doc, when will I be rid of this pain ??

XOZhenzia says:
::sits down in chair - knows there's not a lot to do when a Q is around::

CaptPyril says:
::rolls eyes and sits back down, composing himself quickly::  Q:  You've never just observed...

CEOLt_Jax says:
*OPS*: All powers are transferred to the warp drives

Cnslr_TJ says:
::listens to the words about her, trying to figure out what game is afoot::

SO_Vogas says:
:: Raise a eyebrow as XO sit down ::

CMOJorgas says:
:::gives him a mild painkiller to ease the discomfort of being moved:::    Tagal:   :::irritatingly cheerful voice:::   I would say pretty soon, the skin is almost all regenerated.

Host Q says:
CO: You just don't get it this time...do you.......::clicks fingers and disappears::

SO_Vogas says:
:: Wounder where the Q went ::

CaptPyril says:
::sighs::

Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Everything returns to normal

SO_Vogas says:
:: Get back to Science Console.. of course they didn't pick up anything ::

Tagal says:
CMO : Good , I being like this

CaptPyril says:
XO:  Have you had a chance to read any of the logs from the USS Enterprise and their dealings with the Q?

SO_Vogas says:
:: Watch other info ::

Cnslr_TJ says:
::continues observing, listening::

Tagal says:
CMO : Can I have a mirror ?

CaptPyril says:
::leans back into his chair, adjusting his tunic::

XOZhenzia says:
CO: I have read the summaries, sir - but not the logs in full detail.

OPS_Knowl says:
::Punches a few buttons to monitor powers levels..::

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Do you know this...being...sir?

CaptPyril says:
XO:  No...but he appears to know me...

SO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. Since Q are Omniscient it is no wonder why he does..

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Suggest we go to yellow alert, sir - though if the Q wants to do us harm, there's not a lot we can do.

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: You should be able to resume light duties in just a couple of days, but you will have to have some physical therapy.    :::hears question about the mirror, and hesitates:::     Well, you are almost all back to normal, but you do have some reconstructive surgery ahead...........okay, but remember what I just told you.    :::gives him a mirror

CaptPyril says:
XO:  Agreed.
CSO:  Would it be possible to harvest some foodstuffs from the world?

SO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. According to Enterprise Reports.. Q's are usually there to watch us..

SO_Vogas says:
CO: I'm affraid it will be very hard sir.. The planet is too cold for that..

OPS_Knowl says:
CO: Capt, the power to the replicator systems have dropped 50%, and still dropping..

Tagal says:
:::looks at horrid scarred face in mirror and cringes :::

CMOJorgas says:
::winces when she sees his reaction::::

Tagal says:
CMO : Will my hair grow back , you think ??

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  Alright....what is the nearest Class M planet?

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: With the reconstructive techniques we have now, you will be completely back to normal soon          :::smiles:::

SO_Vogas says:
CO: Sir.. Some mineral compound could be present on the planet.. like Dilithium Crystal..

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Place replicator power at 10% and notify the galley to prepare the emergency rations

Tagal says:
:::puts doiwn mirror after shuddering one last time :: CMO Thanks for the hope

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Looks at the old configurations and brings the old warp drives online after shutting down the new warp drive::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  How long would it take to mine the crystals?

CMOJorgas says:
:::takes mirror back:::   Tagal: If you want, I can show you a computer reconstruction of what you will look like when we are all finished?

Tagal says:
:::knows she is lying as een advanced medicine can't repair some of what is missing ::

OPS_Knowl says:
CO: Aye Sir..::Adjusts power to 10% and contacts Gally to prepare E rations..::

Tagal says:
CMO : Please

SO_Vogas says:
CO: I'd say about 1 to 2 days.. there buried very deeply in th glacier..

SO_Vogas says:
CO: And the cold could be a sinignifiant factor of trouble..

CMOJorgas says:
:::shows reconstruction which does bear out Tagal's thoughts, there is some permanent damage, but all in all, the effects are not really that noticeable:::::

CaptPyril says:
CSO:  How numerous are the crystals?

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Runs a level 2 warp system diagnostic::

Tagal says:
CMO:L I almost look like a person n that ::Sighs ::

CMOJorgas says:
:::certain parts can be reconstructed to appear normal:::::

SO_Vogas says:
CO: According to my calculation.. enough to supply  for about 10 to 20 years..

SO_Vogas says:
CO: And maybe even more..

CaptPyril says:
::whistles slightly::  CSO:  Do we need to put any crew on the surface to carry this out?

Tagal says:
CMO : Thank you for all you have done

SO_Vogas says:
CO: I'm affraid so sir.. Doing a operation like that would be very deliquate..

CaptPyril says:
XO:  Your opinion?

CMOJorgas says:
:::smiles::: Tagal: Thank you for your cooperation, you would not have recovered so fast without your own efforts::::

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  I think it'll work fine, sir  - go for it

SO_Vogas says:
CO: We would need at least one Crew to monitor the Glacier.. and one to make sure that those Dilithium aren't unstable..

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Looks over the diagnostics::

Tagal says:
CMO: It would seem that my ife has little purpose any more though , does it not ?

CaptPyril says:
XO: Very well...assemble an away team....
CSO:  Assemble what you need here to carry it out?

SO_Vogas says:
CO: Aye sir..

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Ok, CSO, and *CEO* meet me in TR3

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: I have to go check on all the REALLY sick people now, you take it easy, and we can talk more later.   ::::small smile::::     I disagree, you do have some extensive surgery to look forward to, but with time, everything should be fairly close to normal.

XOZhenzia says:
::hopes CEO will be Ok on AT mission::

SO_Vogas says:
OPS: Send a few ioninc pillon and a few Mineral drillers in Transporter Room 3.. And also a few phasers please..

CEOLt_Jax says:
*CO*: But sir, the old warp drives will be ready soon...

CaptPyril says:
XO:  Avoid all contact with the native population...

XOZhenzia says:
CO:  Aye sir.

Tagal says:
:::Slumps in BIobed ::CMO : Go ahead with them

XOZhenzia says:
::heads to TR3::

SO_Vogas says:
Computer: Transporter Room 3

CaptPyril says:
*CEO*  We have recieved the possibility of acquiring new crystals Lt....perhaps enough to get us home....

SO_Vogas  (TurboLift.wav)

Tagal says:
:::Contemplates suicide ::

CEOLt_Jax says:
*CO*: That's good... On my way sir

CMOJorgas says:
Tagal: I will be right back, I just need to check on the patients in ICQ.

SO_Vogas says:
:: enter Transporter Room 3::

OPS_Knowl says:
Vogas: They are on there way..

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Leaves Main Engineering behind to an engineer::

SO_Vogas says:
:: pick up Tricorder and wait for material to arrive ::

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Enters TL:: TL: Transporter Room 3

XOZhenzia says:
::waiting in TR3::

SO_Vogas says:
:: See material arrive and put it on the transporter Pad ::

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Arrives in TR3::

CaptPyril says:
::sits back down, letting the crew do their jobs::

XOZhenzia says:
SO:  Do we have all the right equipment?

SO_Vogas says:
:: Goes on the Pad::

SO_Vogas says:
XO: Yes sir.. I am ready when you are..

XOZhenzia says:
CEO:  Ready?

CEOLt_Jax says:
::See the "FCO" and Science Officer::

CMOJorgas says:
:::makes note to tell TJ that she has a new patient when she gets back from her break:::::

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Looks over Zhenzian:: Zhenzian: Yes

SO_Vogas says:
::  nod to CEO::

XOZhenzia says:
OK. Transporter Chief:  Energise.

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Walks on the pad::

SO_Vogas says:
:: Demateriliase and Materialize ::

SO_Vogas  (Transporter.wav)

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Materialize on planet ::

CMOJorgas says:
::::a little worried, she heads over to the ICU rooms and makes sure there are no problems from the brief loss of power:::::

CEOLt_Jax says:
@::Arrives on the planet::

XOZhenzia says:
::materialises on planet>

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Pick up tricorder ::

CEOLt_Jax says:
@::Looks at Zhenzian's pips and raises an eyebrow::

XOZhenzia says:
@SO:  Full scan of the area

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Scan the area and found the location of the Dilithium ::

CaptPyril says:
TAC:  Maintain a commlink with the team at all times....and make sure you keep a transporter lock on the team

CaptPyril says:
<TAC>  Aye Captain

CEOLt_Jax says:
@::Scans the  area for Dilithium::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: The dilithium crystal are about 15 meters from here .. and I aslo pick life sign near..

XOZhenzia says:
@SO, CEO:  All right - approach....carefully.

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: There is a settlements of Ice like house not so far from here..

SO_Vogas says:
@XO,CEO: I believe this civilization is similiar to the Inuit of Earth ..

CMOJorgas says:
::::notes with relief that everything is fine, and heads back to her office to make a report for the counselor::::

XOZhenzia says:
@SO: Would it be possible to get local costumes so that we "blend in"?

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: I doubt our material will blend in however sir..

XOZhenzia says:
@SO:  OK, we'll just have to be careful.  Prepare the mining equipment.

CEOLt_Jax says:
@::Notices Zhenzian got promoted::

Host Iktua says:
::spies small figures in distance::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: Aye sir..

CaptPyril says:
::thinks:  If they are spotted....what a way to create some legends::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Install equipement.. sense a presence.. not sure ::

OPS_Knowl says:
::Still monitering power levels, paying close attention to replicator levels..::

Host Iktua says:
@::whips sledge-like craft pulling team...starts towards figures::

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Has Engineering restored Warp Power?

XOZhenzia says:
@SO:  Stand by to start the mining machine.

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Install the drilling equipemment ::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: Aye sir..

CEOLt_Jax says:
<ENG> Computer: Level 2 warp drives diagnostic completed

XOZhenzia says:
@*CO*:  We're just about to start the drilling, sir.

CMOJorgas says:
::finishes report to the counselor and then goes back to paperwork::::

OPS_Knowl says:
CO: No Sir, they have not at this time..

CaptPyril says:
::eyebrows furrow::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: hears sound in the distance ::

XOZhenzia says:
@SO:  Commence drilling

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Start the drills.. feel a little rumble ::

CMOJorgas says:
:::makes note to herself to check on Tagal often, and turns on the remote link to his biobed so she can keep track::::

Tagal says:
:::thinks of the life that is now not able to ever be his ::

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Watches as dilithium comes to surface and scans it::

Host Iktua says:
@::gets closer....can see strange costumed people with strange looking objects::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: All we have to do is wait for now sir..

XOZhenzia says:
@SO:  How long?

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Look around.. sense that they are being watch.. ::

Tagal says:
:::Thinks of the letter that he must write to spare his wife , sending her away tohopefully love another :::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: About 20 if everything is okay.. ::point in the direction of the Eskimo ::

Host Iktua says:
@::stops at a distance...gets off of sledge....can hardly believe his eyes::

CMOJorgas says:
::notes the brain activity dropping into depression levels, but can't do anything until TJ is no longer on break:::::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: :: whispers:: I believe there is someone there..

XOZhenzia says:
@AT:  OK, try not to look threatening...set the driller on auto.

Host Iktua says:
@::starts pointing and gesturing::

CMOJorgas says:
:::is going to sedate him he doesn't get any better shortly::::

XOZhenzia says:
@*CO*:  Sir, I believe we have been spotted by the "locals"

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: Aye sir.. :: do so ::

CaptPyril says:
::mutters something unflattering under his breath::  *XO*  How much longer will you need?

Host Iktua says:
<Voice> Now now Indy....that wasn't nice.....

XOZhenzia says:
@*CO*:  SO says 20 minutes, sir.

CaptPyril says:
::ignores the Q....for now::

CaptPyril says:
*XO*  You have 15

Host Iktua says:
@::starts walking towards group of beings::

Tagal says:
:::looks about for a PADD ::

XOZhenzia says:
@*CO*:  Understood.  ::prepares for arrival of locals::

CMOJorgas says:
::::sighs while continuing the paperwork::::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: Sir.. we will have to excavate :: see the Eskimo Approaching ::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: which should take us  more time..

XOZhenzia says:
@SO:  We can't leave the drilling machine

Host Iktua says:
@::walks closer to group....strange language is heard by AT::

XOZhenzia says:
@SO:  But.....maybe we could hide - start digging a hole in the snow!

CMOJorgas says:
:::is beginning to get depressed herself contemplating the paper part of her job.   She liked it better when she assisted the CMO, no paperwork then::::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: I'm affraid no sir.. I'll try to speed up the process..... ::hears Eskimo.. ::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: hiding it in snow could damage the equipemment ..

XOZhenzia says:
@AT: We'll just have to bluff our way out of this one. ::grim::

Host Iktua says:
@::walks closer, (5 feet away) to AT::

CMOJorgas says:
::::eventually her head starts nodding over the reports, and she falls asleep on her keyboard:::::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: Sir.. I'll deal with the Eskimo

Tagal says:
:::Finds a PADD in stand by biobed and starts writting :::

SO_Vogas says:
@Iktua: We come in peace :: do it with many gesture ::

Host Iktua says:
@::screams something intelligable...and falls to floor cowering::

CaptPyril says:
*CMO*  Doctor...status report on LtJG Tagal?

CEOLt_Jax says:
::Scan around for more crystal::

XOZhenzia says:
@AT:  Try to pick up as much of their language as possible with the tricorder to get a bigger UT sample

SO_Vogas says:
@:: get close to Iktua and try to reconfort him ::

Host Iktua says:
@::posture indictaes bowing or reverance::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Make Iktua stand up ::

CaptPyril says:
*CMO*  Doctor Jorgas?  Please respond

XOZhenzia says:
@::bows back to Ikuta::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: And do the Vulcan sign ::

Host Iktua says:
@::cowers whilst standing and gestures and mumbles incoherently::

SO_Vogas says:
@Iktua: Live long and prosper..

CMOJorgas says:
:::jerks awake abruptly at the sound of the comm:::     *CO*: He is much better physically, and will be ready for light duties in just  a few day, but mentally he is doing very badly.   I anticipated this, and made a report for the counselor to read as soon as she is back on duty.

SO_Vogas says:
@:: try to understand the languages ::

CEOLt_Jax says:
@::Takes one piece of the crystal and put it in the storage box::

Host Iktua says:
@::UT starts to take effect slowly::

CaptPyril says:
::notices the slurred speech from the CMO::  Jorgas:  Is everything alright Doctor?

XOZhenzia says:
@::listens closely::

Tagal says:
:::Sighs and goes over the draft of the letter home , changing phrasing her and there ::

Host Iktua says:
@What....sadjh....gods...dfsdklfj....tales...ffdkj...old

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: Sir.. I belivive they represent no threat to us at the moment...

CMOJorgas says:
:::very embarressed to be caught napping by the CO::::    *CO*: Just fine sir, actually, uh, I feel asleep while writing reports.     :::sounding very sheepish:::::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: However .. we will have to explain to them that we are no Gods.. or any divinity ..

CEOLt_Jax says:
@::Keeps an eye on the mining::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: see that the drills are almost over ::

XOZhenzia says:
@SO:  Agreed.  How do you think we should go about it?

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Keep me appraised on engineering...

CaptPyril says:
::adjusts tunic slightly, not knowing whether to laugh or yell::

Host Iktua says:
@::stress is too much for alien...and collapses::

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: I'll try to Communicate with him sir.. you should watch the drilling meanwhile..

Host Iktua says:
@::unconcious:

XOZhenzia says:
@SO:  How long till we finish drilling?

OPS_Knowl says:
CO: Aye Sir, power to the warp core shows nearly online...

SO_Vogas says:
@:: See the Inuit collaps.. get close to him .. scan him ::

CMOJorgas says:
*CO*: This is not normal for me sir, I just have been workign a lot of overtime lately with the Tagal, personally seeing to his care when I should've been in bed.

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: He's overstress sir.. we should request the help of the doctor..

Host Iktua says:
ACTION: Scans indicate unconciousness and abrasion to head

CMOJorgas says:
:::worried that the CO isn't saying anything::::

SO_Vogas says:
@:: get close to drill:: XO: The Drill will finish there works in about 2 minutes..

CaptPyril says:
*CMO*  LOok at putting in a lot more overtime in the coming months Doctor...

CMOJorgas says:
:::she just got promoted, she would hate to be demoted already::::

XOZhenzia says:
@*CO*:  We have an injured alien here sir, suggest you send down a medical team - but not transport him up to the ship.  The Drilling will have finished in 2 minutes.

CMOJorgas says:
:::sigh of relief that she isn't going to get bawled out::::    *CO*: I understand sir, I am ready for it.

SO_Vogas says:
@:: Get back to Iktua.. try to reanime him ::

Tagal says:
:::Starts over on letter ::

CEOLt_Jax says:
@XO: The drilling is done

CaptPyril says:
OPS:  Very well.....find the next M Class planet...once the AT is back, st course and engage at Warp 5

SO_Vogas says:
@CEO: Can you stop the drill and prepare to put the Dilithium into containment field ?

XOZhenzia says:
@*CO*:  Drilling completed, sir - dilithium ready for beamup.

CEOLt_Jax says:
@::Takes the crystal into containment::

CMOJorgas says:
::::completes paperwork and as soon as her shift is over, makes sure Tagal is watched and goes to her quarters to catch up on much needed rest::::

CaptPyril says:
*AT*  Very well...prepare for beam up...

OPS_Knowl says:
CO: Aye Captain...

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: Sir.. the Alien seem to have lost memories according to my scan..

SO_Vogas says:
@XO: he won't remember this incident..

Host Iktua says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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